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Back in the Fitties I was a member of the
Pyramid Motor Cycle Club of Binningham,
afiilialed 10 the AMCA. Aparl from the
usual rnud ptugging activities we had a
very active display team which per{crrned
all iver the Midtands every summer. I

wonder il any of the old tearn in the iine-up
read your great magazine. if so it would be
fantastic to hear from them.

lncidentally, l'm in the Proces$ o{
restoring a 19fi Matchtess, almost the
same mqdel t sold in the UK in 1953
berore emiglating.

Keep up the good work.
John Avery, Ea$t MatYefi'

Melhoume, Australia
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asked Jack Booker, the
competition manager. to try it.

He came back absolutelY
amazed. On telling him what l'd
done, he said: 'Get the bloody
cam out. Let's see if it's hard
enough to last the Six DaYs'. I

always had them cyanide
hardened. Anyway he had it
tested for hardness, and it
proved okay to use.

Jack Stocker came to set the
bike up to suit himself. He was
surprised how well it went.

After it came back from the
Six Days and was rePaired, I

bought it and used it to
comhute on. Later I shor:tened
the wheelbase 4%in, and rode it

in local trials.
Bill Lomas

Alfreton
DerbYs

Ear, ea.r
After motor cycling since 1946 I

now find mysell a sufferer of
tinnitus, the untreatable
condition that causes a ringing
in the ears, and also what is
politely called 'slightlY hard of
hearing'.

Riders of classic machines
may feel that the Problem could
not happen to them. After all,
vou are a mature rider, not a
ion up kid - right?

But consider this: sPeeds in

excess of 50 mPh (and that can
include a BSA Bantam at a
push) will produce noise levels
in excess of 90db on a machine
without a full screen fitted. With
some makes of helmet this may
rise to as much as 112db, and
at these levels anY audiologist
will tell you that you will do Your
ears permanent harrn if

maintained for long - say over
20 minutes.

Now that's all verY well, but
what's to be done about it? lf
vou don t care about Your ears

- nothing. But if You do. go for
ear plugs. The foam rubber
type cost only 50P a Pair and
give some relief. TheY are
extensively used.

But here's the best solution.
Find a local audiologist who will
make up a set of silicone Plugs
especially for You bY taking a
mould of your ear and

producing a tailor made set
in" Lirit inouto be a dramatic
decrease in noise levels while
still allowing you to hear
warning noises like other
motorists' horns.

I was lucky in finding an
audiologist who is also a motor
cyclist. He took great care in

seeing that mY Plugs were a
comfcrtable fit. A little vaseline
ensures they can be put in
easily - in f act. easier than the
foam rubber ones - and theY
really work.

And what about the cost?
Well, Jonathan Binnington at
Cottage Street Health Centre,
Brierley Hill, West Midlands
charges t'1 5 a pair. Balancing
that against the ProbabilitY of
ear injury. I call thenr a bargain.

John M"ll"li", started riding motor cycles in 1946 and was a well

known member of the Wirral 1OO Motor Glub. He now rides a BMW

K75S, althougih he has recently acquired a Glassic 'as I miss the pool

of oil on the garage floor'.

as they should last indefinitelY.
What did you saY? l'm sorry,

I didn't quite catch that... Oh
yes. I think I hear You now.
Jonathan s telephone number
is 0384 480011 .

John Mallalieu
Hallow
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something of the life and times of a fellow

Leicester lad, unassuming Maurice Cann,

road racer and engineer extraordinary.

Continental Circus ace Phil Heath tells us

) Double ohc layout designed by Maurice for his

350cc Norton. There was a considerable input from
the toolroom of the British United Shoe Machine

company in Leicester.

  Fitted with his special cambox, Maurice

swoops his Guzzi through Beckett's at
Silverstone to win the 250cc class of the
1953 Hutchinson 100.

V On his 250cc Moto Guzzi, Maurice takes
the fla€l at 80.08 mph ahead of works rider

Bruno Ruffo. Alas, at the 1949 Ulster GP

there were only pre wal lacers and home

built specials for the maioritY of
riders,

W,W-

{ Winning
the 350 race
at London's
own Crystal
Palace in
1937.
Maurice
made the
sprint tank
for his
Norton.

NW .$
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ne Sunday moming in 1938, I watched

9;$; 
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a mud plastered Maurice Cann make a
';li;1i.i1i+lrs spirited climb of a trials section, reach-

ing the top without so much as a dab.

I asked how he had got on in the previous

day's Hutchinson 100 at Brooklands. "Oh,"
he replied, "I won it."

His laconic reaction just typified Maurice.
The Hutch, in those days of few road races,

was perhaps the foremost of mainland events.

Here was the winner of the immense Mell:mo.
the British Motor Cycle
Racing Club's most pres-

tigious trophy, tuming out
the following day to
plough through the
morass of a local club
trial. He was on a cammy
Velo that morning and
had ridden his 250cc
Excelsior Manxman at
Brooklands.

As a bike-mad school-
boy I first saw Maurice
Cann in action in 1929 at

Syston Park, near
Grantham, the first so-
called road race venue in
England. It had a loose
gravel surface no more
than l0 feet wide in
places, but speeds in
excess of 80 mph were
recorded.

He was riding his over-

By 1950, Maurice was Eletting some
sponsorship from Mobiloil - and the
fami ly ElaraEle business.

hung for years in the office of his father's
garage business showed him as a baby in the

sidecar of a Rudge Multi outfit. He owned
motor cycles from the age of 12 and became

the envy of his school friends when he tumed
up on a new Belgian FN. He entered his first
road race, at Syston Park, when he was 16.

Winning on his KNS Velo at a meeting in

1931 gave him a free entry, plus expenses, in
that year's Manx Grand Prix. He was not suc-

cessful on that occasion, nor three years later
when he went again.
While practising on his
350cc Norton he crashed

at Kate's Cottage, break-

ing his wrist.
Maurice blamed him-

self for riding too fast
before he knew where
he was going. Ever after
he would advise young

riders to know a circuit
thoroughly before start-
ing to ear 'o1e.

"Having leamed a cir-
cuit well," he would say,

"it is then merely a mat-
ter of going as fast as

you can all the time -but without sticking
your neck out."

He certainly practised

the former if not always
the latter. In the 1935
Manx, he was leading

head cam KNS Velocette. the same machine

- more or less - that he later used in trials
and grass tracks. He also employed this will-
ing workhorse in later days to tow a trailer
carrying his and brother Tom's racers. Not
only was Maurice pretty versatile but his bike
had to be as well.

Maurice Cann was born in 1911 into a

motor cycling family. A photograph which

the Junior when he slid off at Sulby Bridge -but perhaps a patch of wet tarmac was to
blame.

By 1937 he knew the Island well and won
both Junior and Senior Manx GPs at record
speed. He used virtually the same bike for
both races. He had bought a new 500cc spring

frame Norton and transferred the engine from
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CANN
In the Thirties, about five meetings were

held each year at Donington Park, mainly on

bank holidays. People worked on Saturdays

which tended to limit the attendance on any

days other than public holidays.
The 250cc class at Donington had been the

domain of Les Archer and Bob Foster (New

Imperial), Jack Booker (Royal Enfield) and

Tyrell Smith (Excelsior). But in 1936 Maurice
Cann put a cat among the pigeons by turning
out on a Moto Guzzi, a racer Paddy Johnson

had used in the TT some years before.

The bike looked particularly old fashioned,

with its wedge shaped tank, even for those

days. It may not have been too rnsprnng in

appearance, but in Cann's hands it was good

for over 90 mph. Maurice made best time of
the day among the 250s, and the partnership

went on to a great many more successes.

After an engineering apprenticeship in the

shoe machinery industry, Maurice went to
work for his father. Tom Cann Ltd was a

small garage and Tom was always adamant

that fettling racing irons had to be carried out
after normal working hours spent selling
petrol and mending cars.

Maurice was a fine engineer, having
learned a great deal from shoe machinery, and
produced double overhead camshaft conver-
sions for both his 250cc Guzzi and 350
Norton. They were actually quicker than the

factory equivalents, although they tended not
to last so long.

Lying second to Bob Foster's Velo in the

1947 TT, the piston flew off the end of his
Norton's conrod. He had put in one lap at a

higher speed than Harold Daniell's works
Norton.

He was one of that rare breed of racing
motor cyclist who could take out a bike and
quickly diagnose its ills. He would have made

a great factory development rider.
I always admired his bikes, not so much for

their pristine turnout perhaps, more for their
engineering detail. Particular features of the

350 and 500 Nonons that he rode - and won
with at Donington and other short circuits like
Crystal Palace from 1938 - were the smal1,

lightweight petrol tanks that he made himself.
The standard steel Norton tanks weighed a ton.

The rigid 350 Norton he campaigned so

successfully was the one Jimmy Simpson
used for the 1936 TT. I rode it at a Vintage
MCC practice day in the early Eighties, com-

74

A Maurice Cann and Doningiton Park were inseperable. He rode at the
first meeting on Whit Monday, 1931 when the surface was loose
gravel. Most races at DoninEiton were five lap races, but at the AuElust

1936 event - advertised as the Grand Prix meeting - the 350 and
500cc races were of 100 miles. Maurice was second in the 350 and
third in the 500. Here he is on his Junior Norton with winner Stanley
Woods (Velocette) and third place man Harold Watson (Norton).
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plete with abbreviated tank, and it was a

cracking little bike. Bear in mind that the ear-

lier 350cc Nortons were not as good a 350 as

their 500cc bigger brothers were 500s - if
you see what I mean. Nor were they up to the

standard of the KTT Velo or later 7R AJS.
But a machine which had received the Cann

treatment was a horse of a very different
colour.

Maurice took the view that he was not
good enough for the TT until he had won a

Manx, so it was 1938 before he entered the

international event. He came fourth on an

Excelsior Manxman in the 250cc Lightireight
and was going well in the Junior until the

sixth lap when the exhaust valve dropped in.

He was an all round sportsman. A remark-
ably fine shot, he won a national small bore

rifle championship in 1945. During
the war he also went in for
cycling. A bunch of the local
lads took hin'r out lbr a ride
but hc couldn't kecp up. So

he uenl into lrainrng belore
going out with them again.

This time he left them fbr
dead. He went on to win a

number of events over 25

rnd 50 mile..
One prrticulur regret

Fifth on his Guzzi in the
1952 tithtweiSht, Maurice
had no luck with this
AJS 7R in the Junior
Tf, when he
coYered only
one lap
before
retirint
at the
pits
with
badly
fadind
brakes.

was that he did not
go in for a full
Continental Circus
career; he was too involved in his father's
business. In 19,16 the Sunbeam club organised

a trip to one ol the earlrest European rneetings

after the war, at Knokke la Zoute, in Belgium.
The Brett brothers. Charlie and Jake, Vic

Willoughby, Peler Goodman and I took pat.
Maurice won on his

500cc wide-
angled vee{win

Guzzi. It was

' this excursion
that put paid to

any rhoughts I had

of a nine-to-five
existence and start-

edmeona
Continen-

tal lit'e. It
could

hirvc
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'.1:-:.-, ,f .:r r .:r i in 19.17 he went to
\1: -r: . .r:-:..-.-: .,. ith a 250cc Aibatros
.r-:r i;:r' : ; -.---.::d a 19,18 example and

.- - .- ,:.a .'r-,; i-: -,': iJnad to dohc. He won
'rr- . --' L.-::.,'.- ::rt TT at 75.18 mph.
1,- ':i:: :,, :t-.::-.. :::tdits he had also won
.-- :::r '--. I i.rr : t;,:.. But the sCaleS Of .iuS-
..-..--- . a. -.. Duetortiminserror

. : ' ..- ]

\ .'. : ;:: . : ::..:: \I.rurice Cann's home-
,'.:- 1J-rl . .t.J:! -.,'- Jil\\ Startels. FoI all
'-':,t:r..., .i: ..:..lntlB engine Sul'fered
I :l : l::::: ,:::,:;tion ploblems. He
. .- r : . :: -:: . :-.:. ::L- GUZZi fOr yard after
.: t t; :. . .,. ,. J tJ:\t into life. and then
a *. :..) .,:. .ir -_.- :::r. ptck of quick starters

:,,,:.r.;i:l-ar'::.: -:.J:::. He had the same dif-
:t,:.tr '.i t.h :1.: B..'. i::inca Vee-tqin -500 he

riiJi to nrnth f li,: rr .h: 1t)i9 Senior TT.
Rutlg.' 15 :pi..;.i:r Roiand Pike had

manr a battle u it]. \I.Lur1cc. Rolancl savs that
the Guzzr u a: iesrir ir.Ln hi: Rudse and had a
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  Though no Eliant,
Maurice Cann was
probably too heavy to
be an ideal jockey for
the 125cc class, but he
won at Crystal Palace
on a modified Mondial.

{ Flanked by Eddie
Dow (left) and Eddie
Crooks, Maurice was in
charge of the pit fol
the Gold Star riders in
the 1955 lhruxton 500
miler. fhe BSA was
ridden to first place in
both the 500cc class
and overall.

better rider. Pike got good starts and would
often gain a long lead but he would gradually
be caught up and lose out to Maurice Cann on

the last 1ap.

On one occasion at Thruxton, Cann was

trying to catch Pike on the last bend. The
Rudge finished first, Maurice having slid off
in pushing his luck. He used to claim that
unless you fell off occasionally you weren't
trying hard enough. A dodgy doctrine. per-
haps, and he certainly had his share of
mishaps - but he also met
with more than his share of
success. According to
Roland Pike, you always

wfls talkitlg to
PitcrGloiei,

Nortons; the 500 with rigid frame and the
Cann double-knocker 350 with spring frame.

We met on a windswept airfield. The bikes
all went like stink and we had a great time.
This excursion resulted in an interesting arti-
cle in the old Green 'Un entitled Cantata on a
Cann Quartet. Alas, neither Tom Cann nor
Charles Markham saw the end of that year.

Tom died in a car crash and Charles on his
Vincent.

For the Island in 1951 Maurice had pur-
chased a particularly rapid 250. He crashed

early in practice at Glen Vine on the much
modified wide angle 500cc vee{win, break-
ing a finger. Australian Harry Hinton took the

250 single over. Hinton, said to have one eye,

one lung and one fundamental orifice, came

off his works Norton in the Junior and was

unable to take advantage of the Guzzi ride.

Yet his best practice lap had been faster
than any recorded by the official Guzzi riders

in the race proper. The factory people were so

impressed that they asked Cann to let them
take his bike back to Mandello to see what
made it tick.

Cann's post war success in short circuits
and internationals is well remembered. He
performed superbly in the 250 class of the
Ulster, r.l hich he i,non in three consecutive
years, 1948-50, for the fourth time in 1952
and five times in all.

No Cann story would be complete without
introducing the other half, Mary. The Canns

married in 1948, and Mary never missed a
meeting in which her husband took part. A
trim overalled figure, she was always on hand

ar pit atlendant and faclotum.
At the 1952 Ulster, the Canns' pit was next

to the works Guzzi team's. Maurice had fitted
a large petrol tank to go through non-stop but
crafty Mary kept the Italians guessing by ger
ting the re-fuelling affangements ready for a

pit stop. What effect this had on the opposition
is not known, but Tommy Wood came off his
works Guzzi, Fergus Anderson's broke a rock-
er and Lorenzetti had to stop to replace a valve
spring. Honours went to the Leicester man and

his home made double knocker conversion.

Maurice felt that he might have had a little
more help from the Nofton factory. Although
he did a lot of winning on the Birmingham
made bikes he seemed to be passed over in
favour of other riders. When the offer of a

works ride eventually came he said: "They
took too long to ask me."

He was always a pleasant, helpful fellow.
An example of his generosity relates to my

R10 AJS which I used for
vintage sprints, hill climbs
and road racing. I needed a a

associated the Cann brothers with very fast,

hard riding. And Pike must have known a

thing or two for he once described me as 'A
fast and serious Continental Circus rider'.

One cold day early in 1948, Charles
Markham of Motor Cycling and I received an

invitation from the Cann brothers to try out
lour of their bikes ior a bit of fun. They were

250 and 500cc Guzzis and 350 and 500cc

range of engine sprockets for
this misceliany of events and they were unob-
tainable. Miurice went to endless trouble to
machine some of his old Norton sprockets to
make them fit.

Maurice Cann came to the end of his
remarkably full life in 1989 at the age of 77.

Tough, talented and tenacious, he was a true

Leicester Tiger and one of the top privateers

Iof all time.

_13
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Use a scrap piston, cut from
crown to gudgeon pin, to hold the

barrel in a vice,

size, and the only attention
called for is to remove lumps,
bumps and casting marks. If,

however, the lower edge of the
poft is vee-shaped, it should
be squared off by filing the
whole poft to the full depth.

Square off the
lower edEle of
a veeshaped
port.

You can mark the cylinder by

inserting the piston and using
a light scriber (or even a pencil)

on the bore, and then file to
the resulting line. The
horizontal edges that open and
close the port must be as
square as possible to the
cylinder so as to open as
rapidly and cleanly as possible.

As I mentioned earlier, most
inlet porls are big enough, so
the inlet timing can be
extended by cutting the skirt of
the piston. Poft timing can be
measured with a timing disc on

the mainshaft, and the
moment that the port opens
and shuts determined by

*
d

ir,

ost road going two-
stroke engines
manufactured before

1960 are under timed, so as
to limit rpm and wear and tear.
lncreasing the port timing will
give more power and higher
revs. Modifying the ports in a
cast iron cylinder is hard and
tedious work, and cannot be
rushed. Measure and check
what you are doing or you may
ruin an expensive cylinder
barrel.

The cylinder needs to be
held firmly in a vice, and the
best way to do this is by using
a scrap piston, sawcut from
the crown to the gudgeon pin

holes. Gripped in a vice. this
will distort enough to hold the
cylinder steady whilst you work
on it.

For shifting the bulk of the
metal you can use rotary files
in a hand held electric drill, but
the later stages call for the
use of %in round hand files of
the correct cut. You can put a
final finish on the job with a

linishing arbour - a piece of
%in diameter rod with a

longitudinal saw cut which
allows you to wrap a piece of
coarse emery cloth around it
for use in an electric drill.

Most inlet ports are
more than
adequate in

You'll need
an electric
drill, some
burrs and
riflers to
make life
easy
when you

work on
the l
ports. i

gauge between piston skirt and
poft edge. A typical inlet trming
will be 135-145 degrees, and

this can safely be extended to
160 degrees though, for
caution's sake, you may care
to work in increments of five
degrees at a time.

The exhaust poft deserves
some fundamental
consideration. It opens against
a considerable pressure drop
between the pressure in the

cylinder and that in the
exhaust pipe. The

violent exit of the exhaust gas

serves to lower the pressure in

the cylinder, but to do so,
requires time. We call it the
blowdown time or difference in

timing between exhaust and
transfer ports.

This needs to be long
enough, so that by the time
the transfer pofts open, the
pressure in the cylinder is
lower than that in the
crankcase. A sure sign that
the exhaust timing is too shoft
is the presence of carbon or
soot in the transfer ports and
passages - it may even be
encountered in the

crankcase.
The lowering of pressure

depends upon two factors

- the speed at which the
poft opens, and its area.
The piston is travelling
most rapidly at about
half stroke, and for
racing engines,
exhaust timings of
180 degrees - or
considerably more

- are common.

insefting a

.005in
feeler
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Step by step,
Brian Woolley
reveals how to
transform your

humble putt-putt
into a zing-ding.

PART TWO:

Porting
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Even the Bantam can be made to fly. Australian tuner Eric walsh's
BSA ryas almost unbeatable at the Melbourne, Victoria airstrip races
in the mid Fifties. Garb bore was 1*in, with main jets from 940-1000.
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Various configurations of the twcstroke exhaust port aimed at
increasing port a.ea for a Eiiven heigiht, without dangel oftlapped and
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often compounded by

restrictions in the transfer
passages, The aim ofthese
restrictions is to combat four-
stroking on small throttle
openings, but with any tuned
engine this refinement can be

sacrificed. Some patient work
with rotary files will straighten
the transfer ports, vastly
improving gas flow.

Matching the transfer
passages in the cylinder to
those in the crankcase is an

obvious aid to gas flow. So is

cutting back the cylinder wall
in this area. and cutting away

the piston skirt to

match - but do not overdo
this or the piston skirt will not
cover the inlet port adequately.
You can always check by

draling a line on the piston
with a pencil along the veftical
edges of the poft.

Do not try to widen the
transfer pofts themselves,
because you will almost
ceftainly do more harm than
good working in such restricted
places. lt is far better to cut
one or more auxiliary transfers
above the inlet port, or to either
side of it. Such ports should
open 5-10 degrees after
the main transfers,

--: ^-ar ^--^- ,. :.- :f any

: -: a a:i ' e:,,:-s:'oke
:-i -: s 3l' ::' ::': cf the
,, ::- :' ,-: :-:': :' .'e rings

''' -.'aa '- :''::\^a,Si and the
: :.-- -' i ", :':'a ln the
a::, .. a::a :':-: - et port.

S: ':' =- :-a -: :'aa"'n'r
--.- -. aa

-- : - r rili A

a:-- - -::'=-:-i:' .1Omm
. ^- D. -- -^^ i^i -t.l -i:-- : . Ue

cor^s derac ,, ,'. ::' c' aourse,
but br dges sco :'e 3as f1ow.

lf the exhaust 0ci s cr dged.
do not narroi', tl'e c' dge. as

this may result in distortion or
even cracking.

The wider the exhaust
ports, the closer are its
vertical edges to those
of the transfer
pofts. lf they are
too close,
crankcase
pressure on
the down-
stroke will
force gas into
the exhaust
poft.

However,
the greatest
failing in

almost all
production engines
is inadequate.
transfer porting,

Carefully blend the
port to the required
shape.
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and their top edges can be
marked out with the piston

crown as a guide.

The passages can be
gouged out with a large
diameter rotary file held in an
electric drill. This sounds a bit
daunting, but given a steady
hand and patience it's not too
difficult. A corresponding port
has to be cut in the piston just
below the piston rings, and
this must not be uncovered by
the inlet port at BDC.

You may be wondering why I

have said nothing about
packing the crankcase to
reduce its volume and improve
its delivery ratio as a pump.

Quite simply, this is scarcely
worthwhile. By all means stuff
balance holes with cork and
Araldite. lf you have a
proprietary set of full circle
flywheels, fit them. But the
effect will be minimal, and
confined to low engine
speeds.

I've also said nothing so far
about increasing the size of
the carburettor, which can be
very, very effective. The only
problem is - carburettors are

expensive! Nor, without
examining the engine in
question, is it easy to give any
advice as to how large a

carburettor can be fitted.
However, it is safe to say that
any production engine will be
fitted, as standard, with far too
small an instrument. To go
from, say, a 1in choke to one
of I%ain will be beneficial. The
carburettor should also be as
close as possible to the
cylinder.

Finally, a few words about
the exhaust system. Racing
exhausts with megaphone,
reverse cone and tailpipe are
remarkably effective, but only
over a narrow range of engine
speeds. Furthermore, they are
excruciatingly noisy. For the
road, all that I can advise is to

Make a 'gasket' fiom the crankcase transfer ports to use as a
template before openingi the ports at the base of the barrel.

Transfer inlets have to be opened up to match those in the barrel.
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keep the front pipe as short as
possible, and to fit an
unrestrictive silencer.

You may care to experiment
with the sort of coffee pot
expansion box so popular in
the Twenties. This needs to be
at least srx times the volume
of the cylinder, so that for an
engine of 250cc the expansron
box needs to be 1500cc. Thus
a box 10cm in diameter by
20cm long (roughly 4in x 8in)
will suffice,

But although the expansion
may give a certain amount of
silencing, it will almost
certainly be necessary to use a

small bore tailpipe of
reasonable length - say 2ft

- to make the exhaust note
acceptable. Again, it is hard to
be specific, but the tailpipe
should be about two-thirds the
diameter of the main exhaust,
or smaller. There is room here
for experiment both in

diameter and length.
ln fact, each step taken

should be regarded as an

experiment and treated

Cut one or more auxiliary
transfers above the inlet port,
or to either side of it. A
corresponding port has to be
cut in the piston just below the
piston rings, and this must not
be uncovered by the inlet port
at BDC.

accordingly, checking the
result as accurately as
possible at each stage. One
way of doing this is to find a
hill which you know will make
the engine falter in top gear.
There, with any hope, tuning
will show up in the engine's
increased ability to climb.
Similarly, with the help of one
or more spare sprockets, any
increased pulling on the level
will be shown up.

Nothing l've mentioned in

this article is going to turn a

utility machine into a racer. Yet
the steps outlined will - if
followed faithfully - improve
acceleration and top speed to
a notable degree. And don't
forget - always check the
carburation and sparking plug
at each step. I
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It rsn't all vee-twins in the USA, says

Harley-Davidson and lndian singles.
PH0T0GRAPHY: PHILLIP T00TH

Peter Watson as he compares

arley-Davidson is doing well these
days. When we visited its York
assembly plant recently the big

news was what the management is doing to
increase production of 1000cc Sportster
vee-twins. While the Iapanese contemplate

sales graphs that look like a ski jump
viewed from high altitude - the British
bought 315,000 motor cycles, scooters and

mopeds ir 1980 and a mere 52,000 in 7992

- Harley cannot satisfy demand.

Harley hasn't always ridden so high on
the hog. For the frst half of its life the com-
pany had to get used to being number two.
Big brother was Indian, a concern whose
technical prowess, intemational racing suc-

cess and sales dwarfed Harley-Davidson.

Recent worshippers at the shrine of
Milwaukee may doubt these facts. You
won't find much about Indian in the heaps

of books on Harley: to the victor the spoils.

But if we examine contemporary products

frorh both factories, Indian's early lead
looks unassailable. You aren't left wonder-
ing how Harley ever caught up, just why
the men who ran Indian threw it all away.

Rocky Burkhart from Birdsboro,
Pemsylvania, is a Harley man, tkough and

through. He raced dirt track WRs for Red

Wolverton from 1949 to 1955 and always

wanted to own an early example of the
breed. The 1912 Model 8A Harley he has

restored is a two-owner machine, for he
bought the 494cc single from the son ofits

Primitive Harley engline relies for lubrication on
oil dripping through a sight Ellass at 10 drops per

minute. Model 8 used bat{ery and coil i8lnition, 8A
had a magneto.
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Mechanically operated over{read inlet valve and
side exhaust, alonglwittr a mechanical oil pump,
catapulted the Hendee engf,ne irto the twentieth
contury.

Althougih only one year separates the 1912 Harley-Dayidson from the 1913 lndian, they
are lienerations apart in design technoloEbr.

frst owner. Yet his 1913 497cc 4hplndtan
single makes the Harley look positively
primitive. They are separated by a single
model year, yet they come from different
generations.

A list of their differences would make
cheerful reading for an Indian owner. His
single came with chain final drive rather
than the Harley's antiquated l%in wide flat
leather belt. Chain drive, an Indian feature
since the begining in 1901, was only
offered to Harley customers as an option
for 1913.

Indians possessed a recognisably mod-
ern multiplate countershaft clutch from
1911. Harley's first, dubbed the Free
Wheel Control in 1912, was also operated
by moving a long hand lever on the left,
but the multiplate unit is mounted in the
rear wheel hub-

In one respect Rocky's 4hp Indian single
was already outdated in 1913. Although it
possesses a large clutch, it lacks the two-

speed gearbox, the secret oflndian's 1911

Senior TT win in the Isle of Man. Harley-
Davidson responded with a two-speed hub
gear for 1914 before abandoning this
design in favour of a three-speed counter-
shaft gearbox and clutch.

A, l9l2 season model with an atmos-
pheric fulet valve and drip feed, total loss

oiling like the 8A Harley was seriously out-
moded. Pumped lubrication systems with
forced feed to the main and big-end bear-
ings were just being introduced on motor
cycle engines, with the trend setting 1912
Yeloce2tlhp attncting a 1ot of attention.

lndian's pushrod operated overhead inlet
valve and side exhaust engine, one half of
a 1000cc vee-twin, was claimed to have a
double forced lubrication system. In fact
like the Harley it still relies on splash for
distribution once the oil has been pumped
into the crankcase. Infroduced for 1910, a
worm-drive single plunger pump feeds oil
to the cams from where it flows through
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